
CHAPTER 10 

Gears 

It is difficult to generalize on intermittent motion 
gear systems because thE>re are several basic types 
and thPy differ from each other in most character
istics. Some produce harsh impacts, some produce 
no impacts. Some characteristically produce only 
instantaneous dwell, others are used because they 
Produce dwells of very long duration. Some are 
simple and cheap, others are complex and costly. 
All gear systems, ho"·ever, require a continuous 
input rotation and, thPrefore, are probably never 
used with solenoid or fluid drivers. 

Mutilated Gears 

The easiest method of making an intermittent 
motion device from a pair of gears is to remove some 
of the teeth from the drive gear, as shown in Fig. 
10-1. A gear with some of its teeth removed is 
sometimes called a mutilated gear, and if it is oper
ated at high speeds or under high-load conditions, 
its name is well deserved! But if operated under a 
light load or at a reasonable speed, this is a very 
simple and versatile intermittent motion mechanism. 
Dwell and motion periods can be varied quite a bit 
depending upon the sizes of the two grars involved. 
The velocity ratio brt\\·een input and output can 
easily be controlled by selrct ion of the proper gear 
ratio. Xeverthelrss, this mechanism is an impact 
producer, as shown in Fig. 10-2. This is a simplified 
picture from that which would be obtained in most 
practical dPsign situations wlwre ('Jasticity in the 
various parts of the system would result in multiple 
rather than single impacts. 

The gear pair shown in Fig. 10-1 probably never 
would be found in practice. Some additional mecha
nism must be provided to hold the output gear 
during dwell periods to prevent the teeth of the two 
gears from "topping" as they re-engage. ,ve will see 
some ways of accomplishing this in later illustrations. 

Cycloidal Gearing 

Another type of intermittent motion gearing is 
shown in Fig. 10-3. This is called a hypoeycloidal 
gear train. A small "planet" gear runs around the 
inside of a fixed ring gear. A pin in the planet gear 
engages a slot in an output crank which rotates 
about the center of the ring gear, dwelling periodi
cally as it rotates. 

If the planet gear revolves around a fixed external 
or spur gear, as shown in Fig. 10-16, the system is 
called an epicycloidal gear train. The performance of 
these two types of cycloidal gear trains is similar. 
Anything we say about the hypocycloidal train is 
true or nearly true for the epicycloidal train, thus, 
we will discuss only the former. 

The hypocycloidal gear train produces no impacts. 
It also produces only very short (theoretically only 
instantaneous) dwPlls. In these two characteristics, 
therefore, it differs significantly from the mutilated 
gear system considerl'd earlier. 

Figure 10-4 shows a schematic drawing of the 
gear train of Fig. 10-3. The dotted line represents 
the path taken by the drive pin as the planet gear 
moves around inside the ring gear. Since the diameter 
of the ring gear is an even multiple of the pitch 
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Fig. 10-1. Simple mutilated gear pair. 

diameter of the planet gear (in the illustration, four 
to one) the drive pin will always follow the same 
path. 

The instantaneous tangential velocity of the drive 
pin with respect to the center of the ring gear will 
vary as the rotational motion of the planet gear 
about its center is added to, and subtracted from, 
the rotational motion of the input arm about the 
center of the ring gear. (See Chapter 1 for the step
by-step procedure for determining the pin's tan 
gential velocity.) The tangential velocity of the 
drive pin about the center of the system will be at 
a minimum in the position shown in Fig. lQ--4 (and 
at the other three "corners" of the "square" being 
described by the pin). With the pin mounted about 
halfway between the center and pitch diameter of 

time 

output 

nng gear 

Fig. 10-3. Hypoeycloidal gear train with a four-to-one 
ratio. The drive pin is located about halfway between the 
center and the pitch line of the planet gear. 

the planet gear, as shown in Fig. lo-4, the tangential 
velocity of the pin will never reach zero. If the pin 
were mounted on the pitch line of the planet gear, 
however, as shown in Fig. 10-5, it will describe a 
slightly different path, as shown, and there will be 
four times during each revolution of the input when 
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Fig. 10-2. Motion curves for the mutilated gears of Fig. Fig. I�. Schematic illustration of the hypocycloidal gear 
10-1. train of Fig. 10-3. 
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Fig. 10-5. Schematic representat.ion of a four -to-one hypo
cycloidal gear train with the drive pin located on the pitch 
line of the planet and ring gears. 
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Fig. ID-6. Schematic representation of a four-to-one hypo
cycloidal gear train with the drive pin mounted beyond the 
pitch line of the planet gear. 

the tangential velocity of the pin will be exactly 
zero. Theoretically, these are only instantaneous 
points but ·with backlash between planet gear and 
ring gear and/or backlash between the drive pin and 
the slot in the output crank, this instantaneous dwell 
period can be extended slightly. Of course, if it is 
extended too much by the introduction of backlash, 
impact can result when motion recommences. 

If the drive pin is mounted on a small arm which 
is fixed to the planet gear so that the pin is operating 
on a radius that exceeds the pit.ch radius of the 
planet gear, then the pin will describe the motion 
path shown in Fig. lo-6. Under these conditions the 
tangential velocity of the pin around the center of 
the system actually reverses momentarily, four times 
during each drive cycle, as shown by the four cusps 
on the dotted-line path of Fig. 10-6. 

Again, if backlash is purposely introduced into the 
system, perhaps between the pin and the slot in the 
output crank, then the entire period described by 
the cusps in the pin path can be converted to dwell 
in the output. Figure 10-7 shows the motion curves 
for the output crank of a hypoeycloidal system (for 
180 degrees of rotation of the input crank) when the 
drive pin is located on the pitch diameter of the 
planet gear. As can be seen from the velocity curve 
the dwells are only instantaneous, as explained above. 

Cycloidal gear trains can be used alone to produce 
intermittent motion if short dwell periods are ac
ceptable. They are frequently used, however, with 
other intermittent motion mechanisms such as 
Genevas or ratchets: in this case, the cycloidal gear 
is included to reduce impact velocities in the other 
mechanisms. With a Geneva, for example, the 
cycloidal gear train would be used to reduce the 
velocity of the Geneva drive pin at the moment the 

Fig. 10-7. Motion curves for a hypocycloidal gear train in which the pin is mounted on the pitch line, as in Fig. 10-5. These 
three curves represent the motion or the output crank of the gear train (shown in Fig. 10-3} for 180 degrees of rotation of the 
input crank. 
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really replacing one or more clutch-brake combi
nations. 

The designer should always be sure that his differ
ential is designed to dissipate the amount of energy 
that it \\ill have to absorb if it is subtracting the 
total input received from one electric motor, from 
the total received from another. ,vhen the output of 
the differential is zero, all input work must be 
dissipated \\ithin the differential itself. This "circu
lating horsepower" as it is called by gear designers, 
can produce heat and wear even when the system is 
apparently doing no work. 

input 
driver 
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ring 
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cam 

outpv.t
D,awinQ courltlJI of MACHINE DESIGN MIJQ/Uine; Dec .  t3, /9(}6: 

p. 111 IT 

Fig. 10-10. Mutilated gear system with locking or holding 
ring and holding cam. 

Miscellaneous Gear Systems 

1-lutilated, cycloidal, and differential gears are the 
main types used to produce intermittent motion. 
Special situations demand special solutions, however, 
and clever designers have thought up other unusual 
Ways to \L'Je gears to produce stepping outputs. ,ve 
will take a look at some of these after we have con
sidered several versions of the traditional methods. 

A mutilated gear system with locking or holding 
ring and holding cam to lock the output gear during 
dwell periods is shown in Fig. 10-10. Some such 
holding arrangement is essential in the mutilated 
gear system to eliminate topping of teeth as the 
gears engage. Topping, of course, could cause impact, 
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Fig. 10-11. Mutilated gear with roller detent. 

jamming, complete destruction of the teeth, etc., and 
must be prevented. 

Another method of holding output during dwell 
periods, perhaps not quite as common a method as 
that shown in Fig. 10-10, is the mutilated gear with 
roller detent (Fig. 10-11), used in place of a locking 
rmg. 

output gear 
transfer teeth 

mutilated pinion driving gear 

Fig. 10-12. Mutilated pinion transfer mechanism used in a 
mechanical counter. 
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l>Nvli"'1 <ourl<'11 of PRODUCT ENGINEERING Mooa,ine; D«. l/0,
1966: pp. 8 8 -93 

Fig. 10-13. Mutilated gear arrangement with large actuat
ing teeth. 

Figure 10-12 shows a mutilated pm1on transfer 
mechanism used in a mechanical counter. The al
ternate teeth on the pinion are extended full length 
to engage a locking ring on the drive wheel (the 
right-hand number wheel). The effect is the same 
as that obtained by the holding ring and holding 
cam surfaces of Fig. 10-10, however, the embodiment 
is different. 

Some teeth are also missing from the output gear 
of the mutilated gear arrangement shown in Figure 
10-13, but here large actuating teeth arc provided 
to initiate motion. Note that the output is also 
locked by a roller detent rather than by a locking 
ring. The ratio of motion to dwell differs from that 
obtained with a conventional mutilated gear. 

There will be two dwell periods and two motion 
periods for each revolution of the input shaft in the 
mutilated gear system, as shown in Fig. 10-14. One 
of these motion periods will be twice the velocity of 

2,1 ratio 

J :J rt1tio 

Fig. 10-14. Mutilated gear system with output motion at 
two different speeds. 
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Fig. 10-15. Hypocycloio .. l gear train with an eight-to-One 
ratio. 

the other; as first the right-hand and then the left
hand mutilated gear pairs will drive the output. 

This hypocycloidal gear train system (schematic, 
Fig. 10-15) with an eight-to-one ratio and the drive 
pin located on the pitch line of the two gears, will 
produce eight instantaneous dwells per revolution 
of the input arm. Compare this system with that in 
Fig. 10-5, which has a four-to-one ratio. 

Epicycloidal trains produce momentary dwells 
similar to those produced by hypocycloidal gear 
trains. The system shown in Fig. 10-16, an epi
cycloidal gc-ar train with o. one-to-one ratio, would 
produce one dwc-11 per revolution of the input crank. 
As with hypocycloidal gears, the sun g<.>ar diameter 
must be an even multiple of the planet gear diameter 

non- rotating 
gear 

Drowino tourt,av of ,\f ACHIN E DESIGN .'11000,in,: Du. t3. /966!: -p. /ti 

Fig. 10-16. Epicycloidal gear train with a one-to�me ratio. 
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if the dwell is to occur at the same point in each 
rotation. 

The schematic shown in Fig. 10-17 is of a two-to
one ratio epicycloidal gear train with the drive pin 
located on the pitch radius of the planet gear. Such 
a system would produce two dwells per input revo
lution as shown. 

Figure 10-18 shows another design in which an 
oscillatory motion is added to, and subtracted from, 
a continuous motion. This is a planetary gear train 
in which the motion of a segmented planet gear is 
rnodified by a cam. 
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Fig. 10-17. Two-to-one ratio epicycloidal gear train with 
drive pin located on the pitch radius of the planet gear. 

Noncircular gears modify the motion of the planet 
gear in the planetary gear mechanism shown in Fig. 
10-19, to produce intermittent output from a single 
continuous input. The ratio of motion to dwell time 
can be adjusted by varying the shapes and diameters 
of the gears. Output motion is zero in a planetary 
gear assembly when the inputs cancel each other. 
With these noncircular gears, one input cancels the 
other periodically during each cycle. This occurs 
when the radius of gear (1) equals that of gear (2); 
and, at the same time, the radius of gear (3) equals 
that of gear (4). (Sec also detailed drawing in Fig. 
10-19.) 

As with other cycloidal gear systems, the length 

planet arm 
(inpu t )  

roller 
follower 

\ 
output 

gear 

) 
grounded 
groove cam 

Dn>VJin/1 � oJ PRODUCT BNGINBBRING M_.;n,; Jan. 4, 
1(/(1(): pp. �. /Iii 

Fig. 10-18. Planetary gear train. Segmented planet gear 
motion is modified by a cam. 

of dwell of this simple hypocycloidal gear mechanism 
(left, Fig. 10-20) used in a small counter (right), 
will depend upon the backlash between the grounded 
pin and the slot in the input gear. 

<itc·11/qr non-circ"lar 
plan,i l•ner ,ar (z) p g 110l'1•(lr<Ul,irgear (JI gear (l) 

Jlon,,1,c&,1/or 

.s,m g,or (J) 
(owtp11t) 

grownd..J Olltp11t �r -( l) 
(non-orcii{ot)clt<ulor ground,J.s•n g,or om.Alor ge<-Jr 

(�) ,�1 

Drovrinototmut,o/ PRODUCT BNGINBBRING M_.;,u; N,n.E17, 1971 

Fig. 10-19. (Left) Planetary gear mechanism with non
circular gears. (Right) Details. 
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one-to-one basis. If the bevel gears in the bottom 
sketch are rotated, they will drive the output shaft 
through_ the crank and yoke mechanism, producing 
oscillatory output. Now referring back to Fig. 10-24; 
as the input shaft ( 12), is rotated, it in turn rotates 
Yoke 16. This would produce pure rotation in output 
shaft 18 if it were not for the fact that the bevel 
gears 40 and 44, are forced to rotate by the action 
of the fixed ring gear 88, as the yoke 16, rotates. As 
aresult, oscillatory motion is added to and subtracted 
from continuous motion (as was seen in Fig. 10-9) 
to produce an intermittent output with (theoreti
cally) instantaneous dwells. 

Here, in Fig. 10-26, is another version of the diffe r 
ential mechanism patent shown in Fig. 10-24. Shaft 
48 and shaft SO are continuously driven by separate 

Nov.4, 1969 J. M, STEINKE 3,475,977 
�OTARY ST!P IIU8ANISM 

r11t-d Jin. t. 1968 3 Sbttt::J-Sheet l 

FIG. I 

Fig. 10-2-l. Rotnry step merhnnism, patent sheet I. (U.S. 
Patent :J,475,077; J. )I. Steinke.) 

output 

rotati'on 
produces

oscillati'on. 

output 

Fig. 10--25. Some analysis of the rotary step mechanism in 
Fig. 10--24. 

motors. Shaft 48, driven alone, would produce con
tinuous rotation in out.put block 56; shaft 30 alone 
would produce oscillatory motion in the output. If 
both inputs are introduced at the same time, there
fore, the output motion will be intermittent. The 
inventor claims that the system can be used to pro
duce hundreds of dwells in the output for each revo
lution of output shaft 54. Although the dwells are 
theoretically only instantaneous in this mechanism, 
the inventor also states that velocity in the output 
is low enough, for a long enough period at each dwell 
point, to make the actual dwell finite and useful. 

A rack-and-gear system used on a heavy-duty 
indexing table is shown in Fig. 10-27. The input 
rotates continuously. In sketch (A), at the top of 
the illustration, however, the output gear is held 
stationary by rack gear # 1. The drive gear then 
merely rolls along the surface of the output gear 
without producing any output motion. \Vhen it is 
desired to index the table, rack # 1 is extracted from 
the output gear and, as shown in (B) lower sketch, 
rack #2 is moved toht he right to engage the left-hand 
side of the drive gear. The drive gear now rolls along 
rack # 2 and drives th<.> output gear. The two gear 
racks could be controlled by a cam on the same input 
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No,,. 4. 1989 J. M.  STEINKE. 3,475,977 
lOTAftl STEP WICI.UUSM 

rued Ju. :. 1911 

FIG.2 

FIG.3 

Fig. 10-26. Rota.ry step mechanism, pa.tent sheet 2. (U.S. 
Pa.tent 3,475,977; J. M. Steinke.) 

shaft that. moves the drive gear, to produce auto
matic indexing; or they could be driven separately 
to put the dwell period under the manual control of 
an operator. 

In another interesting gear mechanism from Na
tional Cash Register (Fig. 10-28), an oscillatory 
motion is added to and subtracted from a continuous 
motion to produce intermittent motion output. 
Figure 10-29 illustrates this system with some de
tailed drawings. If the segmented gear shown in the 
mechanism at the top of the illustration would oscil
late, it would produce oscillation in the output gear. 
If the ring in the center sketch of Fig. 10-29 is 
rotated, it will rotate the out put gear on a one-to-one 
basis, thanks to the gear segment that is part of the 

ring. Thus, if a segmented gear is fastened to a ring, 
but is forced to oscillate as the ring rotates, it will 
produce intermittent motion in the output gear, as 
shown in the sketch at the bottom. In the mechanism 
of Fig. 10-28, the segmented gear is fastened to a 
pair of cam followers that force it to oscillate as the 
ring in which it is mounted is rotated around the 
output gear. 

Earlier it was said that gears are always used in 
systems which have a continuously rotating input. 
However, every rule has its exception and Fig. 10-30 
shows one, for the driver in this case is operated by 
a solenoid. The cam surfaces on the driver index a 
mutilated pinion identical to that in Fig. 10-12. 
The mutilated pinion, in turn, drives the output 
gear. 

The three-gear system in Fig. 10-31 has to be 
seen to be believed. Th� input crank rotates through 
360 degrees, carrying with it the left-hand gear which 
is rigidly fastened to the input crank. The output 
gear will either hesitate periodically, dwell instan-

(A l 

(B )  

Fig. 10-27. Rack and gear system used on a hea.vy-duty 
indexing table. (Drawing made from information supplied by 
Gilma.n Engineering and :\ianufa.cturing Co.) 
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taneously periodically, or reverse motion during each 
revolution of the input crank depending upon the 
gear ratios involved. 

The large input " gear" in the system sho'l\'11 in 
Fig. 10-32 has teeth (pins) which can be set in one 
of two positions. In the outer position they will 

JaJr t, 1969 J. M. STEINKE 3,452,613 

IMTBll•tft'ElfT ft01'A!Y 1101'10N JIUMS•ISSIOlf 
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Fig. l(}-28. Intermittent rotary motion transmission. (U.S. 
Patent 3,452,613; J. M. Steinke.) 

engage the teeth of a small star wheel as the input 
disc rotates. If the pins are moved toward the center 
of the input disc they will not engage the star wheel. 
As a result, the output of the star wheel can be 
Programmed to some extent-. The model I saw bad a 
6-inch diameter input disc with 40 pins and a I-inch 
diameter output wheel. Note that a detent roller is 
UScd to hold the output during dwell periods. 

input e 

osci /lat/on produces 
oscillation. 

rotation. 
produces
rotatton 

oscillation. plus 
rota.ti on prod1Aces 
rotation and dwell 

Fig. l(}-29. Analysis and detai.18 of the gear mechanism of 
Fig. l(}-28. 

Anatomy of a Gear 

There is a very great deal more to a gear than 
meets the unpracticed eye. The information below, 
on various parts of a gear, and shown in Fig. 10-33, 

output 

one -way 
output 

bidirectional 
o"'tput 

Fig. l(}-30. Continuously rotating gearsystem with solenoid 
operated driver. (U.S. Patent 3,390,834; H. L. Seiden.) 
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also run at constant velocity; C. Single gear 
tooth-could be (and is) a variety of shapes. 
But once its shape is chosen, the shape of 
the mating gear tooth is determined by the 
requirement that the output. gear "should 
also run at constant velocity." Of all the 
shapes chosen for gear teeth the most popular 
is the involute curve because it is relatively 
easy to generate; it ,�ill produce constant 
velocity in the output gear (if both input 

-

Drowi1111 c,,,.,1ui, of PRODUCT ENGINEERING Jlogazin,; Jun, 8, 
1964: J>J>. 67, 88 

Fig. 10-31. Three-gear system. 

does not even come close to scratching the surface, 
but may, at least, show you that gears are not as 
obvious as they look. And these are "plain" gears; 
not bevel, worm, helical, herringbone, spiral, skew, 
hypoid, miter, hypocycloidal, or intermittent gears! 

A. Drive gear, input-running at constant 
velocity; B. Driven gear, output-should 

output 

(DI) 
znput --......r--�) movable!DO � pins 

�(h
9> 

Fig. 10-32. Programmable "gear." 

D F 

Fig. 10-33. Anatomy of a gear. 

and output teeth arc involutes) ; and it pro
vides for interchangeability of gears, since 
input and output teeth arc identical. Some
times, the involute is modified slightly, how
ever, to avoid undercutting of the teeth (for 
example on a small pinion); D. The point at 
which the teeth of the two gears first make 
contact as they turn; E. The point at which 
the teeth last make contact; F. Line of action 
of the gear teeth- joins D and E; passes 
through G. All contact between the gears 
must be (and nearly is) along this line if a 

C 
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